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NOMENCLATURE 
All forces and moments except CL and CD are referred to the body axis coo&late system. 
Symbol 
A, 
A, 
AR 
AR, 
a, b 
A 
reference area = body base area = 34.26 cm2 (5.3 1 in.2) 
exposed wing planform area (2 panels) 
aspect ratio for wing extended into center of body B1 
aspect ratio for two exposed wing panels joined together 
semimajor 2nd semiminor axes of elliptic cross section 
axial-force coefficient, C - 
Abd c ~ b a s e  
r~ balance axial-force coefficient, - 
9% 
(P - phase) 
base-pressure force coefficient , 
9 
drag drag coeffcient , -
q A, 
lift lift coefficient, - 
q A, 
pitching-moment coemcient about balance center 4d from body base, 
pitching moment 
qA,X 
FN 
normal-force coefficient, - 
9% 
yawing-moment coefficient about balance center, 4d from body base, 
yawing moment 
qArX 
FY 
side-force coefficient, - 
q*r 
wing root and tir chords 
body base diameter = 6.60 cm (2.60 in.) 
axial, normal, and side force, respectively 
lift-to-drag ratio 
body length 
nose length 
free-stream Mach number 
free-stream 51 atic pressure 
base pressure 
free-stream dynamic pressure 
body base radius = 3.30 cm ( 1.30 in.) 
Reynolds number based on d 
wing semispan from body centerline 
reference length = d = 6.60 cm (2.60 in.) 
distance (in diameters) from body base to  aerodynamic force center in normal-force 
plane. 
distance from body base to  balance moment reference = 4d = 26.42 cm (10.40 in.) 
angle of attack. deg 
wing semiapex angle, deg 
angle of bank about body longitudinal axis. deg 
Configurdtion Code 
Because the data are computer plotted. both the conventional symbol and the plot symbol are 
given. 
Plot 
Symbol S:. mbol Component 
-
BI B1 basic circular body (tangent ogive nose of fineness 
ratio 3 with cylinder aftersection of fineness ratio 7) 
B2 B2 a body with elliptic cross section of constant - = 2 b 
$=0° PHI=O body banked 0" about longitudinal axis (see fig. l (a))  
$=90° PHI=90 body banked 90" about longit11din;ll axis (see fig. l(a)) 
Fineness 
Ratio 
circular cylinder 
tangent ogive nose 
tangent o g i v  nose 
tangent ogive nose 
tangent ogive nose with rounded tip 
tangent ogive nose with tip strakes 
tangent ogive nose with side strakes 
tangcnt oglve nose 
wing of AR * 4. ct/cr = 0 
wing of AR = 4. ctic, = 0.276 
wing of AR = 4. cticr = 0.533 
wing of AR z 5. ct/cr = 0.273 
wing of AR = 3. ct/cr = 0.780 
tail. consisting o f  hori/ontal atld vertical parts (see fig. I (c))  
EXPERlMENTAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS FOR SLENDER BODlES WITH 
THlN WINGS AND TAIL AT ANGLES OF ATTACK FROM 0" TO 58" 
AND MACH NUMBERS FROM 0.6 TO 2.0 
Leland H. Jorgensen and Edgar R.  els son* 
Ames Research Center 
SUMMARY 
An experimental investigation was conducted in the Ames 6- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel to 
measure the static aerodynamic characteristics for bodies of circular 3nd elliptic cross section with 
various thin flat-plate wings and a thin tail consisting of horizontal and vertical parts. Three wings 
had aspect ratios of 4 and taper ratios of about 0, 0.25. and 0.5. Two additional wings. which had 
taper ratios near 0.25 and aspect ratios of about 3 and 5, were also tested in combination with the 
bodies and tail. All wings had about the same planfonn area. The exposed area of the horizontal 
portion of the tail was about 33 to 36 percent of the exposed area of the wings. The exposed area 
of the vertical tail fin was about 22 to 24 percent of the exposed area of the wings. The elliptic 
body, with an a/b = 2 cross section, had the same length and axial distribution of cross sectional 
area as the circular body. The circular body had a cylindrical aftersection of fineness ratio 7, and it 
was tested with the wings and tail in combination with tangent ogive noses that had fineness ratios 
of 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, and 5.0. In addition, an ogive nose with a rounded tip and an ogive nose with two 
different nose strake arrangements were used. 
Nineteen configuration combinations were tested at Mach numbers of 0.6.0.9. 1.5, and 2.0 at 
angles of attack from 0' to 58'. The Reynolds numbers, based on body base diameter, were about 
4.3 X 10% 
The data demonstrate that taper ratio and aspect ratio had only small effect on the aero- 
dynamic characteristics, especially at the higher angles of attack. Undesirable side forces and yawing 
moments, which developed at angles of attack greater than abo1.t 25". were generally no greater 
than those for the bodies tested alone. As for the bodies alone and in combination with the wings. 
the side forces and yawing moments for the body-wing-tail comb~r~~;;ans i creased as the nose 
fineness ratio increased andlor as the subsonic Mach number decreased. I t  is virti~ally certain that 
the undesirable side forces and yawing moments originate with. or are caused by. the body nose. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the last several years high angle-of-attack aerodynamics has incrcssed in ir,,oortance because 
of the demand for greater maneuverability of missiles and aircraft (both manned and remotely 
* Project engineer, ARO, Inc., MOI ..,I Field, Calif. 94035. 
piloted). Some recent introductory investigations in this field are reported in references 1 
through 12. Most of the research reported in these references has been concerned with bodies and 
has been directed more toward missile applications than aircraft. The relatively small data base that 
existed several years ago for bodies alone and w ~ t h  strakes has been considerably enlarged, and work 
in this area seems to be continuing at a reasonable rate. However, there is still great need to enlarge 
the relatively small data base for bodies in combination with wings, tails, or both at subsonic, 
transonic, and supersonic Mach numbers. Tliis data base. of course, is more applicable to a~rcraft 
than missiles. 
To help enlarge this data base for basic bodies wit11 wings, an investigation was recently 
conducted (ref. 12) to measure the force and moment characteristics for bodies of circular and 
elliptic cross section in combination with thin wings which had taper ratios of 0 t o  0.5 and aspect 
ratios of 3 to  5. The bodies used were the same as those studied in references 8 and 10, and there 
were variations in nose fineness ratio, bluntness, and nose strake arrangement. All models were 
tested in the Ames 6- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel at Mach numbers of 0.6,0.9, 1.5, and 2.0 and angles 
of attack from 0° to 58O. 
In the present investigation the tests in reference 12 have been repeated for the same body- 
wing models but with a tail added. Thus, the effects 01' body and wing variations on the aero- 
dynamic characteristics of the body-wing-tail combinations can be studied, particularly at high 
angles of attack. 
The purpose of this report is to present and discuss briefly the basic data that show the effects 
on the ?erodynamic characteristics of wing taper ratio. wing aspect ratio, nose fineness ratio, nose 
bluntness, and nose strake arrangement with the tail present. The effect of removing the tail is also 
discussed. 
TEST FACILITY 
The experimental investigation was conducted in the Ames 6- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel - a 
variable pressurr, continuous flow. closed-return type facility. The nozzle ahead of the test section 
consists of an asymmetric sliding block that permits the Mach number to  be continuously varied 
from 0.6 to  2.3. The test section has a perforated floor and ceiling so that boundary-layer flow can 
be removed for transonic testing. 
MODEL AND BALANCE 
Figure 1 shows the model components that were tested in various model combinations. These 
components include bodies, noses. wings. and tail. 
The basic circular body (BI  ) depicted in figure 1 (a) consisted of a circular-arc tangent ogive of 
fineness ratio 3 followed by a cylindrical aftersection of fineness ratio 7. Body B2 (fig. 1 (a)) had an 
elliptic cross section of alb = 2 and the same length and axial distribution of cross-sectional zrea as 
0 , .  Hence, the fineness ratio of Q/d = 10 for Bl was also the equivalent fineness ratio for B, . These 
bodies were previously tested, and the results are reported in reference 10. The basic circular 
aftersection of Bl (designated as Cl ) was also tested (ref. 8 )  with ogiuc noses of fineness ratios of 
2.5 to  5 (noses N7 , Nl , N2 , and N3 in figure 1 (b)). The circular aftersection C, was also tested 
(ref. 8) with a blunted nose (N4 ) and noses w::h strakes (N, and N6 ). 
For the present test the bodies, noses, and tail in figures I(a) through l(c) were combined 
with five flat-plate wings (figures l(c)- l (e)) that formed two families of wings. One family (W, , 
W2, and W3) had an aspect ratio of about 4 and taper ratios (ct/cr) of 0. 0.276, and 0.533 
(fig. l(c)). The other family (W4, W 2 ,  and WS) had aspect ratios of about 5.4, and 3, respectively, 
and the taper ratios were all about 0.28 (fig. 1 (d) and I (e)). 
'211 of the wings were designed t o  have the same planform area ( 16 d2 ) if the wings extended 
into the body B, to the axial centerline. Based on the phantom wing chord at the body centerline, 
the taper ratios for wings W, , W2, and W3 were 0,0.25, and 0.50, respectively. They were also 0.25 
for W4 and W,. Pertinent planfom dimensions of the exposed parts of the wings are given in the 
following table. 
TABLE 1.- PLANFORM DIMENSIONS OF WINGS 
AR = aspect ratio for wing extended into center of body B, 
Wing 
w I 
W2 
W3 
w4 
w s 
ARe = aspect ratio for two exposed wing panels joined together 
d = diameter of body B, 
A, = exposed wing planform area (2 panels) 
AR 
4 
4 
4 
5 
3 
Af = reference area = body base area 
A& 
4 
3.784 
3.653 
4.761 
2.810 
The exposed area of the horizontal portion of the tail is 4.4 d2 .  or about 36 percent of the 
exposed area of wing W, . The exposed area of the vertical tail fin is 3 d2 .  or about 24 percent of 
the exposed area of wing W, . 
~ , d e g  
45.00 
59.03 
71.57 
Figure 2(a) shows the planform views of the 19 configurations that were tested in this study. 
All of these configurations are identified by the codes shown in figure 1 .  and these codes are used 
throughout the report. 
64.36 
51.33 
(s-r)/d 
3.5 
3.5 
3.5 
ct/d 
0 
0.800 
1.333 
cJd 
3.5 
2.9 
2.5 
ct/cr 
0 
0.276 
0.533 
AW/d2 
12.250 
12.950 
13.412 
3.972 
2.964 
&/Ar 
15.598 
16.488 
17.076 
2.622 1 0.715 
3.295 0.924 
0.273 
0.280 
13.254 
12.506 
16.876 
15.924 
All model parts were constructed of stainless steel, and all models were sting mounted 
(fig. 2(b)) through the base on a sixcomponent, straingage "Task" balance. The balance force 
center was located inside each body at  a position 4 base diameters forward of the base. 
TESTS AND DATA REDUCTION 
All model configurations shown in figure 2(a) were tested at angles of attack from 0" to  about 
58' on two modelsupport setups. One setup (fig. 2(b)) was used to  test the models at angles of 
attack from 0' to about 27'. and the other (fig. 2(c)) was used for angles of attack from 27' to 58'. 
The models were tested at Mach numbers of 0.6,0.9,1.5, and 2.0. The Reynolds numbers, based on 
body diameter d, were about 4.3 X 1 O5 for all of the body-wing-tail combinations. Several runs were 
also made with the bodies alone at  Re = 3.8X 1 O5 and 6.5X 1 05. 
Sixcomponent aerodynamic force and moment data were measured at each test condition, 
and all data were reduced to coefficient form and referred to the body axis coordinate system. The 
average base pressure from four base pressure tubes (at the sides, top, and bottom of the base) was 
used to compute the base drag. The base drag was subtracted from the total axial-force balance 
measurements, so that the data presented are for forces ahead of the body base. Rolling-moment 
coefficienis were generally small and are omitted. Normal-force aerodynamic centers were com- 
puted from the normal-force and pitching-moment coefficients and are presented in lieu of the 
pitching-moment coefficients. 
Lift coefficients and values of LID referred to the wind axes were also computed and are 
presented. They were computed from the expressions: 
and 
The reference area A, for all coefficients is the body base area (34.26 cm2), and the reference 
length X for all moment coefficients is the body base diameter (6.60 cm). The coefficients, of 
course. can be easily recomputed based on wing area and an appropriate wing chord length, such as 
the root chord or mean aerodynamic chord. For example, the force coefficients based on exposed 
wing area can be obtained by dividing the presented values by the appropriate values of A,/Ar 
tabulated in the previous section. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In figures 3 through 24, experimental results for the numerous body-wing-tail configurations 
show the effects on the aerodynamic characteristics of wing taper ratio, wing aspect ratio, nose 
fineness ratio, nose rounding and nose strake arrangement. In figures 25 through 36 experimental 
results show the effects of removing the tail and the tail plus wing from selected body-wing-tail 
combinations. Each effect is discussed briefly with the aid of plots of CN, xaW/d, Cy, Cy/CN, Cn, 
CL, and LID versus at for a = 0' to  60°. Plots of CA versus a are also presented but are not 
discussed. Because the models were sting supported from the rear, it is likely that the CA data 
include effects of support interference. Any support effects are also included in the CL and LID 
data (obtained from CN and CA by eqs. (1)-(3)) but t o  a much smaller extent. Any effects of 
tunnel-blockage interference are unknown at  present and are ignored. 
Effect of Wing Taper Ratio 
Data that show the effect of wing taper ratio on the aerodynamic characteristics for the 
winged circular body and tail (BIT with W1, W,, and W,) are presented in figures 3 through 6. 
Similar data for the winged elliptic body and tail (B2T with W,, W,, and W3) are presented in 
figures7 through 10. Body alone data (refs. 8 and 10) for B, and B2 are also shown for 
comparison. 
For the change in taper ratio from 0 to  about 0.5 (W, to W,), there are generally only small 
effects on the aerodynamic characteristics. This is especially true for CN and CL at  the subsonic 
Mach numbers (M = 0.6 and 0.9) and high angles of attack (greater than about a = 15'). At the 
supersonic Mach numbers and high angles of attack, there is generally more variation in the CN and 
CL data, the coefficients being highest for the wing with the highest taper ratio (W,, ct/cr = 0.533). 
This wing, however, has greater exposed wing area thal? the wing with no taper ratio (W, ). For 
example, A,/& = 17.076 for W, as compared with A /A, = 15.598 for W, . If the CN and CL \Y data were based on A, instead of 4, the differences at high a would be much less. Throughout the 
Mach number range most of the variations in CN and CL at low angles of attack probably can be 
attributed to  flow separation effects from the wings. 
It is interesting to note that the side-force coefficients (Cy) for the body-wing-tail configura- 
tions are generally no greater and sometimes even smaller than for the bodies alone.' As discussed 
previously (refs. 8, 1 O), the undesirable side-force and yawing-moment coefficients that develop for 
the bodies alone at subsonic Mach numbers decrease with increase in subsonic Mach number and 
disappear with increase in Mach number into the supersonic flow regime. The same finding has been 
observed for the bodies with wings (ref. 12), and this finding again can be observed for the body- 
wing-tail models. However, for the body-wing-tail models the relative influence of Cy t o  CN is 
much smaller. In fact, the ratio (Cy/CN) appears to be negligible throughout the Mach number and 
angle of attack ranges studied. 
' The signs of the side-force coefficients are sometimes different from run to nm and from test of body alone 
to body with wing plus tail. It is believed that the signs result from the random asymmetric flow separation and 
vortex flow from the nose (observed from oil-flow tests). 
Effect of  Wing Aspect Ratio 
Data are presented in figures 1 1  through 14 that show the effect of wing aspect ratio on the 
aerodynamic characteristics for the winged circular body with tail (Bl T) with W,, W,, and W, of 
AR * 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Similar data for the winged elliptic body with tail (B2T with W,, 
W2, and W,) are presented in figures 15 through 18. Body-alone data (refs. 8 and 10) are also 
shown for comparison. 
As for the case of taper ratio, there are no  large effects of aspect ratio on  the aerodynamic 
characteristics, especially the longitudinal characteristics. The undesirable side forces and yawing 
moments, which appear at  the high angles of attack, are no  larger and sometimes smaller than those 
shown for the bodies alone. 
Effect vf Nose Fineness Ratio 
In figures 19 through 22, data are presented that show the effect on the aerodynamic charac- 
teristics of changing the nose fineness ratio from QN/d = 2.5 (N,) to QN/d = 5 (Nj) for the circular 
cylinder (C, ) with W2 (aspect ratio 4) and the tail (T). 
As might be expected, there is little or  no effect of nose fineness ratio on the longitudinal 
characteristics. However. there is a strong effect of nose fineness ratio on the characteristics of Cy 
and Cn versus a for the wing-body-tail configuration at a greater than about 25O and M = 0.6 
and 0.9. For example. in figures 19  and 20  it can be scen that the largest values of Cy and Cn 
develop with the noses that have fineness ratios of 3.5 (N,) and 5(N3). These effects are similar t o  
those reported in reference 9 for similar noses alone and in refrrence 8 for the sarlie noses with the 
circular body. They are also similar t o  those reported in reference 12 for the winged body with the 
noses but without the tail. It thus can be concluded that the undesirable side-force and yawing- 
moment characteristics originate with. or  are caused by, the body nose, and high fineness-ratio 
noses are the least dcsirablc. 
Effects of Nose Rounding and Strakes 
Data art. presented in figures 23 and 24 that show the effects of nose rounding ,lnd strakes on 
the body-wingtail aerodynamic characteristics for hl = 0.6 and 2.0. Results are compared for the 
circulhr cylinder C, plus wing W2 and tail T with the basic nose N, , the rounded nose N,, the nose 
with tip strakes Ng . and thc nose with strakes extending over its length N,. All noses had a fineness 
ratio of about 3 .  
The results for the configuration with thc rounded l~ose (N, C, W2 T) are not significantly 
different from those for the configuratian with the basic sharp nose (N, C, W2 T), but both noses 
have a iineness ratio of 3.  A different conclusion concerning thc effect of bluntness IS obtained if 
the results for the [:onfiguration with the rounded now (N, CI W 2  T) are compared with those 
(figs. 19 and 20) for the configuration with the sharp  fin^-ncss-ratio 3.5 nose (N2 C1 W2 T). AS 
previously discusscd. undesirable sidc forccs aild yiiwing monients appeared with N2 Cl W2 T at 
M = 0.6 and 0.0 (figs. 19 and 20). Ilowcvcr. with thc :iosc apex of N2 C, W2 T blunted by 
rounding to givc a fineness ratio o f 3  (contigur;ition N4 C', W2 T).  the side forces and yawing 
moments essentially disappeared. The same thing was found (ref. 12) for these same configurations 
without the tnil present. 
There is an increase in CN and CL a t  high :h and M = 0.6 resulting from the use of N,, the nose 
with the side strakes extending over the nose length (fig. 23). This increase in CN and CL disappears 
at supersonic speeds (see fig. 24 for M = 2.0). The same result is reported in reference 12 for the 
configurations without the tail. There was n o  significant effect of the tip strakes from nose N, on 
any of the aerodynamic charac'ieristics. 
Effects of  Removing Tail and Wing 
Data are preserted in figures 25 through 36 that show the effects on the aerodynamic charac- 
teristics of removing the tail, and the tail plus wing from selected body-wing-tail configurations. In 
figures 25 through 28, data are presented for N, C1 W2 T. N ,  C1 W 2 ,  :lnd N, C, = Bl . configura- 
tions with the basic circular body. In figures 29 through 32. data are presented for N, CI  W, T,  
N3 C, W2,  and N3 Cl . configurdtions with the circular body and fineness-ratio 5 nose. Finally, in 
figures 33 through 36, data are presented for B2 W2 T. B2 W2. and B 2 ,  configilrations with the 
elliptic body of alb = 2 at @ = OO. 
Generally, the magnitudes of the side-force and yawin2-moment coefficients (Cy and Cn) are 
about the same for the bodies alone as for the bodies with the wing and the wing plus tail. These 
undesirable coefficients are the largest for :he body with the highest fineness-ratio nose (nose N3 of 
fN/d = 5). It is thus virtually certain that the undesirable Cy and <', clinracteristics originate with. 
o r  are caused by, the body nose. Fortunately, as observed \)revlously (refs. 8. 10, 1 I ,  and 12), these 
undesirable characteristics decrease either with decrease in nose fineness ratio or with increase in 
Mach number. They essentially disappear at tho supersonic Mach numbers. 
There are numerous comparisons about the relative influence of the wing. tail, and body on 
the longitudinal characteristics that may be made from the data i l l  figures 7 5  through 36. Only a 
few general comparisons concerning the CN and CL characteristics arc citcd herein as examples. 
From the data comparisons, computations can be made which show that the wing develcps 
greater than about 70 percent of the total CN and CL at a less than 20". Ilowcvcr. with increase in 
a from about 20' to  6d0, the contributions to  CN and CL from the wing decrcase from ahout 
7 0  percent to  45 percent. 
Over this high a range (20' to 60') the tail develops about 40 to  55 percent of the wing lift a t  
M = 0.6 However. at M = 2.0, the tail only dcvelops about 20  to 30 percent of the wing lift. It is 
interesting to  note that the exposed horizontcll tail area is 34 percent of the exposed area of 
wing W2. Thus, from a relative standpoint, the t n i l  is more efficient than the wing at M = 0.6 and 
less efficient at M = 2.0. 
The data also can be used to dcmonstrate thc well-known fact tli;~t ;I body is generally an 
efficient lifting conlponent o n ~ y  at \ c r y  high angles of attack. For euul~ip~c.. at hf = 0.6 and a = 20". 
body B, develops only about 3 percent o f  the total CL: whcrcns. at hl = 0.6 and a = 60". it 
develor s a tou  t 24 perccn t. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. Generally, changing the wing taper ratio from 0 to 0.5 had only small effects on the 
aerodynamic characteristics. I 
2. As was true for taper ratio, changing the wing aspect ratio from 3 to  5 resulted in no large 
effects on the aerodynamic characteristics. 
3. Undesirable side forces and yawing moments for the body-wing-tail configurations were 
generally no greater than for the bodies alone. As fc,r the bodies alone, they developed at subsonic 
Mach number for angles of attack above about 25'. Also, as for the bodies alone, the side forces and 
yawing moments increased with increase in nose fineness ratio. Fineness ratios greater than 3 
produced the largest side forces. 
4. The undesirable side forces and yawing moments decreased with increa:e in Mach number 
and virtually disappeared at supersonic Mach numbers. 
5. Nose-tip rounding of a fineness ratio 3.5 ogive nose t o  give a fineness ratio 3 nose reduced 
the undesirable side forces and yawing moments. However, use of a sharp nose of fineness ratio 3 
resulted in just as drastic a reduction in the side forces and yawing moments. 
6. It is virtually certain that the undesirable side forces and yawing moments originate with, or 
are caused by, the body nose. 
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(a) Basic bodies of circular and clliptic cross scction. 
Figure 1 .- Model components; d = 6.60 cm (2.60 in.). 
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NOTE : TYPICAL LEADING AND TRAILING 
EDGE SECTIONS SHOWN IN FIG. 2 
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL TAILS 
CAN BE ATTACHED AT POSITIONS 
SHOWN IN FIG. 2 
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ASPECT RATIO FOR WlNG EXTENDED INTO BODY 
ASPECT QATIO FOR TWO EXPOSED WlNG PANELS 
JOINED TOGETHER 
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( d )  Body B ,  wit11 wings of aspcct ri~tio 3 ,  4.  ;rnd 5 (rckrring to wir~ps W2  . . ; 1 1 1 0  W5 ). 
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a, deg 
( I ) )  CY/('N ; ~ n d  <'y versus a. 
Figure 3 .- Continued. 
a, deg V 
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a, deg 
(c) CA and Cn versus a. 
Figure 3 .- Continued. 
u, deg 
(d) CL and L/D versus a. 
Figure 3 .- Concluded. 

a, deg 
(b) CylCN and Cy versus a. 
Figure 4.- Continued. 
(c) CA and Cn versus a. 
Figure 4. - Continued. 
(d) CL and LID Venus a. 
Figure 4,- Concluded, 
(a) xaCN/d and CN versus a. 
F:igurc 5:- Effect o f  wing toper ratio with circulai. body and tail: M = 1.5. 
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a, deg 
( c )  CA and C, versus a. 
Figure 5.- Continued. 
., , deg 
Figurr 5 .  - Concluded. 
a, deg 
(a )  xaCN/d and CN versus a. 
Figure 6.- Effect of wing taper ratio with circular body and tail; M = 2.0. 


a,  de9 
(d) CL and LID versus a. 
Figure 6.- Concluded. 
(a) xacN/d and CN versus a. 
Figure 7 .  - Effect of wing taper ratio with elliptic body and tail; M = 0.6. 
a, deg 
(b) Cy/CN and Cy versus a. 
Figwe 7 .-- Continued. 
a ,  -39 
(c) CA and Cn verslis a. 
Figure 7.-- Con!inued. 
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3, deg 
(b) Cy/CN and Cy versus u. 
Figure 1 1 .- Continued. 
(c) CA and Cn versus a, 
Figure 1 1 .- Continued. 
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( c )  CA and Cn vcrsus a. 
Fipurc 13. - Continucd. 
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( d )  ;111d L/I) vcrsus a. 
Fipt~ru 13.- Concluded. 
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a, deg 
(c) CA and C, vcrsits a. 
Fipttrc 1 5 .  ('ontinttcd. 

(a) xilcN/cI i ~ n d  CN versi~s a. 
Figure 16.- Effect of wing i~spcct ri~tio with elliptic body and tail. M = 0.9. 
Figurc 16. -- C'ontinucd. 
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Figiirc 16.-- Continued. 
Fipurc 1 0. ('oncludcd. 
Figure 17. - Effcct of wing aspcct r~tio with elliptic body ; ~ t ~ d  tail. M = 1 . 5 .  

(c') CA a11d C,, versus a. 
Figurc 1 7 .  Continued. 
a, deg 
(d l  CL and LID versus a. 
Figure 1 7. - Concluded. 
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u, deg 
(a) xacN/d and CN versus a. 
Figure 18. Effect of  wing aspect r,.tio with clliptic body and tail, M = 2.0. 

(c) CA and C, versus a, 
Figure 1 8.- Continued. 
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a, deg 
(a) xaCN/d and CN versus a. 
Figure 19. - Effect of  nose finencss ratio on wing-body-tail characteristics, M = 0.6. 
(b) Cy/CN and Cy vcrsils a. 
Figure 19.- Continued. 
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( b )  C'y/C'N and Cy versus a. 
Figur: 20. - Continued. 
Figure 20. -- Continued. 
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Figure 22. Effect ol'nosc fincncss ratio on wing-body-tail clirrntctc.risticn. M = 2.0. 


a, deg 
(tl) ; I I I ~  L/I) vcrsus a. 
Figure 2 2. -- Concluded. 
a, deg 
(a) x;,,~/cI and CN vcrs11s 0. 
Figure 23. Et'fcct of  now rounding and strakcs on witip-body-tiiil characteristics. M = 0.0. 
(b) Cy/CN and Cy vclsus a. 
Figure 23.- Continued. 
(c) CA and Cn verius a. 
Figure 23.- Continued. 
a ,  deg 
(dl CL and LID versus a. 
Figure 23.- Concluded. 
a ,  deg 
(a) xaCN/d and CN versus a. 
Figure 24.- Effect of  nose rounding and strakes on wing-body-tail characteristics, M = 2.0. 
(b) Cy/CN and Cy versus a. 
Figure 24.- Continued. 
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a, deg 
(c) CA and C, versus cr. 
Figure 24.- Continued. 
(d) CL and LID versus a. 
Figure 24.- Concluded. 
(a) xaCN/d and CN versus a. 
Figure 25.- Effect o f  removing tail and wing from a circular body N, C ,  (fN/d = 3); M = 0.6. 

Rex 10' 
I:# 4 .  
(c) CA and C, vcrsus a. 
Figure 25.- Continued. 


a, deg 
(b) Cy/CN i~nd Cy versus a. 
Figure 26:- Continued. 
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a, deg 
(d )  CI a ~ i d  L/D versus a. 
Figi~rc 26.-- Concluded. 
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a ,  deg 
a, deg 
(d) CL and LID versus a. 
Figure 27.- Concluded. 
a ,  deg 
(a) xaCN/d and CN versus a. 
Figure 28.- Effect o f  ,emoving tail and wing from a circular body N,  C, (QN/d = ?); M = 2.0. 
- 
a, deg 
(b) Cy/CN and Cy versus a. 
Figure 28.- Continued. 

a ,  deg 
(d) CL and LID versus a. 
Figure 28.- Concluded. 

deg 
(b) Cy/CN and Cy vcrsus a. 
Figure 29.- Continucd. 
, (c) CA and Cn versus a. 
Figure 29.- Continued. 
Figure 29.- Concluded. 
( a )  X ; , ~ ~ / C !  i111tl ('N VcrSLl", 
1:igurc 20. I+:ffc.ct o f r c ~ i ~ o v i n g  ti111 anrl wing from a circular body N l  Cl (VN/d = 5 1; M = 0.9. 
(b) Cy/CN and Cy versus LY. 
Figure 30.- Continued. 
a,  deg 
(c) CA and Cn versus a. 
Figure 30.- Continued. 
(d) CL and LID versus a. 
Figure 30.- Concluded. 
(a) xaCN/d and CN Venus a. 
Figure 3 1 .- Effect of removing tail and wing from a circular body Nj C, (PN/d = 5); M = 1.5. 

(c) CA and Cn versus a. 
Figure 3 1 .- Continued. 
(dl CL and LID versus a. 
Figure 3 1 .- Concluded. 
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a. deg 
(b) Cy/CN and Cy versus a. 
Figure 32.- Continued. 
(c) CA and C,, versus a. 
Figure 32,- Continued. 
(dl CL and LID ve:- :, cu. 
Figure 32.- Cm+.!;!ded. 



a,  deg 
(d) (IL mdL/D versus a. 
Figure 33 .- Concluded. 

(b) Cy/CN and Cy versus a. 
Figure 34.- Continued. 
(c) CA and Cn versus a. 
Figure 34.- Continued. 
11, deg 
a, deg 
(d) CL m"d/D versus a. 
Figure 34 - Concluded. 



a, de9 
(d) CL and LID versus a. 
Fib. "r: 3 5 .  - Concluded. 

(b) CylCN and Cy vcnus a, 
Figurc 36.- Continucd. 


